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Abstract— Dynamically reconfigurable passive optical net- 
works (PONs) using time-division multiplexing and dense 
wavelength division multiplexing will require low-cost, high- 
performance customer premises equipment to be economically 
viable. In particular, substantial cost savings can be achieved 
through the use of efficient re-growth free, foundry-compatible 
fabrication techniques. Using this strategy, this paper presents 
the first detailed characterization of a monolithically integrated 
transmitter comprised of a discretely tunable slotted Fabry–Pérot 
ridge waveguide laser, an absorptive modulator and a semicon- 
ductor optical amplifier (SOA) produced using a standard off-the- 
shelf AlInGaAs/InP multiple quantum well epitaxial structure. 
This first generation device demonstrates a discrete single-mode 
tuning range of approximately 12 nm between 1551nm and 1563 
nm with a side-mode suppression ratio ≥ 30 dB. Moreover, the 
integrated modulator section is shown to support transmission at 
10 Gb/s using non-return to zero on-off keying with an extinction 
ratio in excess of 8 dB. Furthermore, using a time-resolved chirp 
measurement technique to examine dynamic deviations in the set 
carrier frequency, the modulator section exhibits a chirp 
contribution of < 6 GHz using test patterns with high and low 
frequency content. In addition, the generation of optical bursts 
through the application of a gating function to the SOA section 
was found to shift the unmodulated carrier of a typical lasing 
mode by ≤ 8 GHz for gating periods comparable with a typical 
PON burst durations of 125 µs which are faster than the thermal 
response time of the transmitter material. 

 

Index Terms— Optical communications, dense wavelength divi- 
sion multiplexing, time division multiplexing, passive optical 
networks, tunable semiconductor lasers, monolithic integration. 

 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

OW-COST, widely tunable transmitters with a high-                 
bandwidth capability ( ≥ 10Gb/s) will be a key require- 

ment for “colorless” optical network units (ONUs)  located at 
the customer’s premises within dynamically reconfigurable 
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time-division multiplexed (TDM) and dense wavelength 
division  multiplexed  (DWDM)  passive   optical   net-   
works (PONs) [1]. In particular, these transmitters will require 
a high-level of tuning precision and wavelength stabilization 
in order to maintain the integrity of the set transmission 
channel and   avoid   inter-channel   crosstalk.  A consequence 
of the strict tolerance placed on the accuracy and precision of 
the transmission wavelength coupled with the need for a wide 
tuning range (>10nm) demands a greater design and 
fabrication complexity; therefore, cost becomes a critical 
factor for these components. 

In practice, monolithic integration eliminates the chal- 
lenging design and fabrication processes necessary for hybrid 
transmitter assemblies by achieving the desired multi- 
component functionality on a single chip resulting in a 
reduced form factor, power consumption and cost. Today, 
monolithically integrated tunable lasers are typically variants 
of the distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) laser, such as the 
sampled grating [2], super structure grating [3] and digital 
supermode DBR lasers [4]. Other types of tunable laser such 
as the modulated grating Y-branch (MG-Y) laser are based on 
interferometric principles using Y-couplers [5]. Alternatively, 
various types of tunable external cavity lasers (ECLs) have 
been designed [6], while a promising device based on a 
vertical-cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL) using a surface 
micro-machined, electro-thermally actuated upper mirror has 
been shown to achieve a continuous single-mode tuning range 
of 102 nm [7]. The main disadvantage of these devices is their 
complex fabrication process which includes multiple epitaxial 
growths requiring high tolerance steps for creating the grating 
structures which can lead to high production costs. However, 
by taking inspiration from the cleaved coupled-cavity (C3) 
lasers demonstrated in [8] and the Y-laser presented in [9], 
designs for potentially low-cost discretely tunable lasers have 
been developed over the course of last decade by etching slots 
into Fabry-Pérot (FP) ridge waveguide lasers [10]. Notably, 
within these devices, the slots are only etched through the 
upper waveguide and not through the active quantum well 
region. Moreover, as the slots are etched in the same step as 
the waveguide there is no additional fabrication complex- ity 
required to facilitate partial electrical isolation between



 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Optical microscope image of the monolithically integrated transmitter 
with a total length of approximately 1.4mm incorporating a three-sectioned 
discretely tunable slotted Fabry-Pérot ridge waveguide laser (616	휇m), 
modulator (80휇m) and an SOA (675휇m). 

 

sections. The slots serve to introduce reflections within the 
laser cavity which perturb the primary longitudinal mode; this 
results in mutually coupled FP cavities. By injecting currents 
into each section the local gain and refractive index can be 
altered to control the overall gain and phase resonances 
thereby achieving tunability from the device. It is important to 
note that these slotted Fabry-Pérot (SFP) lasers require only a 
single epitaxial growth process and standard lithography 
techniques which offer major advantages by greatly reducing 
the fabrication complexity while also increasing the potential 
yield. Furthermore, as these lasers do not explicitly need 
cleaved facets to form the laser cavity they can be employed 
to integrate monolithically with other optical devices such as 
absorptive modulators or semiconductor optical amplifiers 
(SOAs) through the implementation of deeply etched facets. 

In this work, we present the first iteration of a 10G-capable 
optical transmitter consisting of a discretely tunable three-
sectioned (3s) SFP laser that has been mono- lithically 
integrated with an absorptive modulator and an SOA using 
foundry-compatible fabrication methods that offer the 
potential for low-cost mass production. The following section 
briefly outlines the transmitter design and fabrication process, 
while section III presents the primary characterization results 
alongside the impact of inter-section crosstalk and the 
continuous-mode (CM) transmission performance at 10Gb/s 
using non-return-to-zero on-off keying (NRZ-OOK). Finally, 
in section IV, a time-resolved chirp measurement technique is 
used to determine the wavelength stability of the transmitter 
under modulation as well as various SOA gating conditions in 
order to examine the implications for the set carrier frequency 
during the generation of optical bursts. 

 
II. DEVICE DESIGN AND FABRICATION 

The integrated transmitter chip was fabricated using a single 
epitaxial growth process and standard lithography techniques 
with a standard off-the-shelf AlInGaAs/InP structure com- 
prised of multiple quantum wells on an n-doped substrate. 

As shown in Fig. 1, the length of the laser was defined using 
deeply (5휇m) etched facets. The  light produced by  the laser 
is guided using a surface ridge with three separately contacted 
sections of slightly different lengths, 210휇m, 192휇m and 
212휇m, each divided by a shallow etched slot as shown in  
Fig. 2 (c) and (d). These partially reflective 1휇m-wide slots 
with a depth of 1.85휇m are defined in the same step as the 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. a) Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) image of a deeply etched 
facet which is angled with respect to the ridge for reduced optical feedback in 
the SOA section b) Facet view of the ridge, c) a shallow slot etched into the 
ridge waveguide of the integrated laser (d) tilted view of an etched slot. 

 
 

ridge waveguide. Therefore, they present no additional com- 
plexity in the fabrication process. During operation, reflections 
from these slots cause interference and by varying the drive 
current to each section, the gain  and  index of  each  section 
of the laser can be controlled such that single-mode lasing is 
achieved. 

The integrated modulator is an in-line absorbing section 
with a length of 80휇m that is accessed through a ground- 
signal-ground (GSG) contact pad for which no effort was made 
to reduce the pad capacitance in this initial implementation. 
The input facet of the modulator section was separated from 
the laser output by 15휇m using a deep etch (5휇m) with an 
angle of 7° with respect to the ridge  in  order  to  mitigate 
back reflections while the output facet was separated from the 
675휇m long SOA section with a shallow, 1휇m-wide angled 
slot. As shown in Fig.  2 (a) and (b), the output facet of the 
integrated SOA was lithographically etched with an angle of 
7° with respect to the ridge to reduce undesirable optical 
feedback. It is important to note that the use of lithographic 
etching in the fabrication process eliminates cleave errors and 
ensures that the dimensions of all the elements on the wafer are 
well controlled. Since all the integrated components operate at 
the same bandgap, the fabrication process is completely 
regrowth-free and foundry-compatible which is expected to 
greatly reduce the cost of the devices. 

 
III. TRANSMITTER CHARACTERIZATION 

As shown in Fig. 3, this first generation monolithically 
integrated transmitter chip was characterized in an unpackaged 
state using a probe station which consisted of a temperature 
controlled sub-mount, a 40GHz GSG RF probe, a multi- 
contact DC wedge probe and a lensed single-mode fiber (SMF) 
into which the light was coupled via free-space alignment 
using an XYZ translational stage. 
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Fig. 3. Microscope view of the probe station setup showing the integrated 
transmitter chip, RF GSG probe, multi-contact DC probe and lensed fiber. 

 
A. Laser Section 

To examine the relation between the tuning currents and the 
peak transmission wavelength, a coarse calibration of the 
transmitter was performed by varying the bias currents 
supplied to each section of the SFP laser in steps of 5mA and 
examining the resultant spectra using an optical spectrum 
analyzer (OSA). The results of this calibration, shown in Fig. 
4, indicate a discrete tuning range of approximately 12nm 
between 1551 and 1563nm which has been defined using a 
side-mode suppression ratio (SMSR) threshold of 30dB as 
required by the NG-PON2 standard (G.989.2) [11]. Moreover, 
as outlined in [12], the primary mode spacing within these 
lasers is determined by the overall length of the laser cavity     
(~616휇m) with every third mode being preferentially selected 
due to the sectioning of the cavity. This corresponds to a mode 
spacing of roughly 200GHz; however, a smaller spacing can 
be achieved by increasing the length of each section and vice 
versa. Nonetheless, due to the Vernier effect, only a single 
mode from the sets of cavity modes can be aligned; therefore, 
any unintended variations in the actual length of the sections 
will result in a shift in the tuning map with respect to the 
applied current. It is also important to note that the resonance 
conditions are dependent on the refractive indices of the 
individual sections which in turn are temperature dependent, 
therefore, the achievable modes are not strongly predictable at 
present. As a result, the information presented in Fig. 4(a) is 
included purely for indicative purposes. However, for further 
information on the tuning mechanisms of these lasers the 
reader is directed to [13]. Additionally, since the applied 
tuning currents also manipulate the gain within each section of 
the laser, there will be an appreciable peak-power variation 
across the tuning range. For instance, in the device reported in 
this work, the power variation across the specified tuning 
range was measured to be approximately 7.5dB, hence, it is 
expected that the integrated SOA could be used to equalize the 
power between the different selected lasing wavelengths. 

Lastly, in order to fill in the spectral gaps evident in Fig. 
4(b), fine-tuning can be accomplished by adjusting the 
granularity of the tuning currents and by varying the chip 
temperature as demonstrated in [14]. However, it should be 
noted that this mechanism is limited since a significant varia- 
tion in the refractive index can alter the resonance conditions 
causing the present lasing mode to hop to a different mode. 
Nonetheless, to demonstrate the single-mode operation of the 
transmitter, the spectral profile of 10 arbitrarily chosen tuning 
settings are presented in Fig.  4(c), which exhibit a positive 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Fig.  4. Coarse calibration: (a) Tuning map recorded using 5mA steps, 
(b) SMSR of the achieved lasing modes plotted against the peak wavelength, 
(c) Optical spectra of 10 discrete lasing modes with SMSR > 30dB. 
[Modulator bias = −1.0V, SOA bias = 30mA and T = 20°C] 

 
 

detuning from the material gain peak ( 1542nm), where the 
modulator and SOA sections are biased at 1.0V and 30mA 
respectively while the submount temperature is set at 20°C. 



 

 

  
 

Fig. 5. Normalized small-signal frequency response of the integrated 
transmitter for four arbitrarily chosen lasing modes [SOA bias = 30mA, T = 
20°C]. 

B. Modulator Section 

As outlined in section II, the modulator section fabricated 
within this test device was simply an 80휇m-long absorbing 
section accessible through a GSG contact pad. This approach 
was taken in order to examine the feasibility of integrating the 
3s-SFP laser with other electro-optic components and to 
investigate the potential high-speed capabilities of the 
envisaged transmitter. However, in the absence of quantum 
well intermixing (QWI) [15], the trial modulator structure 
exhibited an undesirably high level of loss (~20dB), as 
detailed in Section III-C). Moreover, when this f0eature was 
combined with the fiber coupling loss, an external optical 
amplifier was required during the characterization process in 
order to achieve powers comparable with commercial devices 
(+5dBm). Nonetheless, to determine the modulation capability 
of this section, the small-signal frequency response was 
recorded for various laser tuning settings using a vector 
network analyzer (VNA) and a calibrated high-speed photo- 
receiver. The results for four arbitrarily chosen wavelengths are 
presented in Fig. 5, where the modulator was biased at -1.0V 
and the SOA section was biased at 30mA. It should be noted 
that due to the low output power from the chip, the integrated 
SOA section was operating within the linear regime, hence it 
did not influence these measurements. With this in mind, it 
can be seen that the 3dB bandwidth of the modulator section 
lies between 5.5 and 6.5GHz depending on the laser tuning 
settings, which is sufficient for 10Gb/s modulation. However, 
alongside the use of QWI, we believe that the performance of 
the modulator section can be significantly improved in future 
iterations through a reduction in the parasitic capacitance of 
the RF contact pads through the addition of a low-k dielectric 
polymer as demonstrated in [16]. 

 

C. SOA Section 

The integration of an SOA section within the transmitter 
was originally targeted not only compensate for the intrinsic 
loss of the modulator but also to provide a gating function 
necessary for burst-mode operation as demonstrated in [17]. 

Fig. 6. Normalized ASE spectrum and the corresponding single-pass gain 
generated by the integrated SOA section for an applied bias current of 30mA 
and an estimated facet reflectivity (R1 ≈ R2) of 0.02. [OSA resolution = 
0.1nm, T = 20°C] 

 
As shown in Figure 2(a), the output facet of the 675휇m- 

long SOA section was angled at 7° with respect to the ridge 
waveguide to reduce unwanted reflections. However, due to 
the absence of an anti-reflection (AR) coating, a residual facet 
reflectivity is responsible for producing FP modes in the 
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) spectrum of the SOA 
section as shown in Fig. 6. In accordance with the model 
presented in [18], which does not take into account the 
roughness of the inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etch, this 
residual facet reflectivity was estimated to be approximately 
0.02. It should be noted that we have assumed the same 
reflectivity for both facets as they were formed during the 
same etch step and have the same physical properties (i.e. tilt 
angle, depth). In addition, the ripple observed to encompass 
the amplitude of the FP modes indicates that the 80휇m-long 
modulator section (separated from the SOA using a shallow 
1휇m-wide etch) is contained within the ASE resonance cavity, 
resulting in a total length of 756휇m. Nonetheless, as the 
presence of the FP modes served to degrade the attainable 
SMSR, it ultimately placed a limit on the achievable output 
power from this test device. As a result, it is clear that further 
structural optimization is required for this integrated SOA 
section in future iterations of this transmitter. For instance, in 
addition to the use of an AR coating, a modified facet 
employing tapers or mode expanders may further minimize 
any undesired optical feedback [19]. 

For the device-under-test, the SOA bias that provided the 
optimum trade-off between output power and SMSR was 
found to be around 30mA. At this bias, the gain available to 
the lasing wavelengths within the specified tuning range was 
estimated to be between 10.2dB and 12.7dB using a modified 
Hakki-Paoli technique proposed in [20] which accounts for  
the finite resolution bandwidth of the OSA that was set to 
0.1nm. Subsequently, by using a Gaussian field approximation 
and assuming an angular  alignment  accuracy ≤ 0.15°  with 
zero lateral offset, the coupling loss between the chip and the 
lensed fiber can be as much as 5dB [21]. Taking this value into 
account and using the estimated gain of the SOA at a test 
wavelength of 1557.37nm (≈ 11.1dB), which exhibited a



 

peak fiber-coupled power of -17.5dBm in Fig. 4(c), the power 
at the output of the modulator can be estimated as -23.6dBm. 
Additionally, the typical peak power achievable from a discrete 
3s-SFP laser is in the range of  +5dBm to -5dBm depending 
on the selected mode, hence by assuming a minimum peak 
output power of -5dBm, the loss of the modulator section 
within this test device can be estimated to be 18.6dB. This 
value suggests that the loss of the modulator section in dB is 
three or four times the typical value reported for monolithically 
integrated electro-absorption modulators (EAMs) [2], [22]. 
Nonetheless, by considering a structural optimization of the 
modulator section (e.g. through  QWI)  in  order  to  achieve 
an insertion loss  representative of  a  typical value  ( ≈ 5dB), 
the same SOA section should provide a sufficient level 
amplification at 30mA to achieve a peak output power of 
roughly +1dBm. However, by accounting for modulation and 
including a typical fiber coupling loss for packaged devices of 
2dB, the achievable output power from the chip would be 
further reduced by 5dB. Consequently, a larger gain provided 
by an increased SOA bias could allow higher output powers to 
be reached such as those required by current PON standards, 
provided that the residual facet reflectivity is improved with 
the inclusion of an AR  coating. However, as demonstrated in 
[23], the presence of thermal crosstalk within monolithically 
integrated devices has the potential to compromise the integrity 
of the transmission wavelength, hence, it must be investigated. 

 

D. Temperature Dependence and Inter-section Crosstalk 
The discrete nature of the lasing modes obtained from the 

monolithically integrated transmitter demands a novel strategy 
for local wavelength identification coupled with a technique 
for fine tuning and stabilization in order to reach and maintain 
the wavelengths specified by the ITU-T DWDM spectral grid 
[24]. In particular, as the global temperature plays an 
important role in defining the resonance conditions of a 3s-
SFP laser, the influence of a temperature variation on the set 
lasing wavelength was studied using two distinct tuning 
settings for which the peak was monitored as the sub- mount 
temperature was varied. The corresponding results are shown 
in Fig. 7. It is important to recognize that depending on the 
tuning settings, the temperature variation can cause either a 
linear variation of the wavelength with temperature or a mode-
hop. Moreover, if the mode-hop regions are excluded, the 
temperature dependence of the lasing wavelength can be 
quantified as approximately 0.17nm/°C. This value is relatively 
high when compared with the corresponding value obtained for 
other test devices (~0.11nm/°C), which may be caused by a 
discrepancy in the material structure. Nevertheless, this depen- 
dence can be exploited to complement the tuning achieved by 
the applied bias currents in order to fine tune and stabilize the 
wavelength to a desired ITU-T channel through the use of a 
feedback control loop and an appropriate wavelength referenc- 
ing strategy. Additionally, in order to examine the impact of 
inter-section crosstalk, the peak transmission wavelength of an 
arbitrary tuning setting was monitored using an OSA while the 
bias supplied to the integrated modulator and SOA sections 
were varied for a fixed sub-mount temperature of 20°C. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Temperature dependence of the lasing wavelength. 
 
 

 
Fig. 8. The impact of crosstalk between the transmitter components captured 
by varying the applied modulator and SOA bias for a fixed laser tuning bias 
(22mA, 28mA, 22mA) and sub-mount temperature (20°C) 

 
 

The results of this analysis are presented in Fig. 8. Notably, the 
peak wavelength was largely independent of the DC voltage 
applied to the modulator section; however, increasing the bias 
current supplied to the SOA section produced an undesirable 
shift in the peak that occasionally resulted in abrupt mode- 
hops. As the tuning efficiency observed here is very low, this 
information suggests that localized heating produced by the 
SOA section may be shifting the laser cavity closer to the SOA, 
hence, the resulting cavity misalignment may be the reason for 
the induced mode hop; however, a residual optical reflection 
within the cavity may also be a contributing factor. Nonethe- 
less, a thermal interaction between the SOA and laser sections 
is an undesirable effect that serves to complicate the calibration 
and tuning of the integrated transmitter in terms of wavelength 
and output power. However, it is important to recognize that 
thermal cross-talk is a common feature of all monolithically 
integrated tunable transmitters [23] and, as outlined previously, 
bias currents can be found for this test device which provide 
an optimum trade-off between wavelength tuning SMSR and 
output power for continuous-mode operation. The effect of 
thermal cross-talk on the wavelength stability will be further



 

 

 
 

Fig. 9. Experimental setup: 10G continuous-mode transmission tests. 
 

 
Fig. 10. 10G NRZ-OOK eye crossing point and extinction ratio as a function 
of the applied modulator bias for a typical lasing mode. 

 
 

analyzed dynamically in section IV-B which accounts for the 
pulsed SOA bias current used to emulate burst-mode operation. 

 
E. Continuous-Mode Transmission Performance 

To evaluate the transmission capability of the integrated 
transmitter, the CM performance was investigated for various 
tuning settings under amplitude modulation at 10Gb/s. The 
corresponding experimental setup is shown in Fig.  9.  At the 
transmit side, a pulse-pattern generator (PPG) was used to 
produce a pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS-7) for 
NRZ-OOK modulation at 10.3125Gb/s with a peak-to-peak 
voltage swing of 1V (+500mV). This signal was supplied 
through a bias-tee to the RF GSG probe connected to the 
modulator section. The voltage swing supplied by the PPG   to 
the modulator was then optimized in order to achieve the best 
compromise between the extinction ratio (ER) and eye 
crossing point; this process is shown in Fig. 10 for a lasing 
mode located at 1557.37nm. Notably, the observed reduction 
in the crossing point can be attributed to an appreciable level 
of non-linear absorption introduced by the modulator section 
in response to the increased level of reverse bias. Moreover, as 
the insertion loss of the trial modulator structure resulted in an 
appreciably low fiber-coupled output power from the 
unpackaged chip, a gain-stabilized erbium-doped fiber 
amplifier (EDFA) was used to boost the power of the signal 
launched into the transmission fiber for all the test 
wavelengths to a value close to +5dBm which is comparable 

 

 
 

Fig. 11. Back-to-back transmission performance of 5 lasing modes using an 
optimized modulator bias. 

 
 

with devices specified for current PON standards [11]. At the 
receiver (Rx) side, a tunable bandpass filter (TBF) with a 3dB 
passband of 0.5nm was used to remove the excess out-of-band 
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) while a variable optical 
attenuator (VOA) was used to control the average power of the 
signal entering the commercial 12.5GHz PIN-based photo- 
receiver (Rx). An electrical amplifier with an effective gain of 
14dB was then used to optimize the electrical signal from the 
Rx for use with the error detector (ED) which has a minimum 
sensitivity of 50mV peak-to-peak. 

Multiple lasing modes with an SMSR ≥ 30dB were tested 
in back-to-back at 10Gb/s, five of which are presented in Fig. 
11. These measurements demonstrate error-free transmission 
(BER ≤ 1E-12) with a residual sensitivity variation of 0.5dB 
around the forward error correction (FEC) threshold of 1.1E-3 
[25] which can be attributed to a slight difference in the ER 
achieved for each mode. In addition, the performance of the 
transmitter was also examined using 20km and 50km of 
standard SMF; the results of this analysis are presented in Fig. 
12 using a test wavelength at 1557.37nm (SMSR ≈ 34dB). It 
should be noted that as the bias applied to the integrated 
modulator section has been adjusted to optimize the signal 
quality for each transmission length, the penalty observed in 
Fig. 12 may appear exaggerated. For instance, the 
performance quoted for commercial devices typically involves 
optimizing the applied bias for a certain transmission distance 
and comparing the resulting BER performance with the back-
to-back measurement taken at the same bias. In this case, the 
penalty would appear smaller, but only because the back-to-
back performance is not optimized. In addition, adjusting the 
modulator bias for the exact distance in a real deployment 
scenario may not be feasible in large volume, low-cost 
transmitters, hence it is important to note that the results 
presented here simply serve to indicate the entire transmission 
performance capabilities of the transmitter. Nonetheless, 
based on these initial results, it is expected that future 
iterations of the integrated transmitter which incorporate an 
optimized modulator design to enable an improved output 
power will be capable of achieving error-free transmission in

 



 

 
 

Fig. 12. Transmission performance comparison at 1557.37nm using an 
optimized modulator bias [Back-to-back, 20km and 50km] 

 
 
the absence of dispersion compensation for fiber lengths which 
encompass the typical physical reach targeted by current PON 
standards [11]. 

 
IV. WAVELENGTH STABILITY: SIGNAL MODULATION 

AND OPTICAL BURST GENERATION 

In order to investigate the wavelength stability of the inte- 
grated transmitter during data transmission, a time-resolved 
chirp measurement technique was employed using a program- 
mable optical bandpass filter as a frequency discriminator. The 
basic theoretical background for the measurement process is 
presented here; however, for a more detailed description the 
reader is referred to [26]. The corresponding experimental 
setup is shown in Fig. 13. 

In this experiment, a  programmable  optical  filter  based 
on high-resolution liquid-crystal-on-silicon (LCoS) technology 
was employed as a frequency discriminator with a transfer 
function, 퐻(휔) ,designed to be linear in magnitude around  
the carrier frequency, 휔 , with a transmission amplitude, T0, 
and differential coefficient, c1: 

 
퐻(휔) = 푇 [1 ± 2휋푐 (휔 − 휔 )]              (1) 

 
 

As outlined in [26], c1 is typically complex and dependent on 
frequency where the imaginary part gives the chromatic 
dispersion of the filter. However, in this work, the use of a 
programmable filter enables 푐  to be set as a real value that is 
defined by the frequency discriminator bandwidth (푓 =
	휔 /2휋) which specifies the frequency range bounded by 
transmission values of 0.1 and 0.9 where the center carrier 
frequency has a transmission of 0.5. 
 

푐 = ( . 	 	 . )
( . ). . 

               (2) 
 

This approach enables the sensitivity of the measurement to be 
adjusted in order to capture chirp traces with amplitudes ranging 
from a few GHz to approximately 100GHz. Consequently, by 
adjusting the filter profile, as shown in Fig. 14, two optical 
power waveforms 푃  and 푃  can be obtained when  

 

 
 

Fig. 13. Experimental setup: Time-resolved chirp measurement using a 
programmable optical filter. 

 

 
Fig. 14.  Optical filter profiles used for frequency discrimination. (P-Filter: 
Filter with positive slope, N-Filter with negative slope). 

 
 

the filter slope is positive and negative respectively. From this 
data two additional values can be derived as 
 

푃 = 	 = 	 푇 푃                             (3) 
 

푃 = 	 = 	2푇 푃 푐  
(4) 

where, PAM is the amplitude modulation, PFM  gives  the 
power profile produced by carrier-induced frequency varia- 
tions and Pin represents the optical power incident on  the 
filter. 

The frequency chirp,	∆휈, can then be derived as 
 

∆휈 = 	 = 	   (3) 

where,	휑 is the slowly time-varying phase of the optical 
signal’s electric-field.  
 
A. Chirp Contribution from the Modulator Section 

 

The chirp contribution from the modulator section was 
examined at 10Gb/s with NRZ-OOK modulation using two 
distinct data patterns. The first consisted of alternating 1’s and 
0’s in order to examine the impact of high frequency data 
transitions on the carrier frequency while the second pattern 
contained a lower frequency content consisting of an 
alternating sequence of 64 1’s followed by 64 0’s. For example, 
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TABLE I 
CHIRP CONTRIBUTION FROM THE MODULATOR SECTION USING 

THE HIGH FREQUENCY NRZ-OOK TEST PATTERN 
 
 

 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Fig.  15. PAM and chirp traces for 10G NRZ-OOK modulation using the 
high frequency ‘101010’ test pattern for an applied modulator bias of 
−1.2V [Center wavelength ≈ 1557.37nm, SOA bias = 30mA]. 

 
the peak-to-peak chirp (∆휈 ) obtained from four different 
laser tuning settings using the high frequency test pattern are 
presented in Table I. In each case, the reverse bias applied to 
the modulator has been set with the optimum value for back- 
to-back CM transmission while the voltage swing was set at 
500mV as this was found to provide the optimum ER as 
demonstrated in Fig. 10. The corresponding PAM and chirp 
traces at a set center frequency of 192.5THz (1557.36nm) are 
presented in Fig. 15 for an applied modulator bias of 1.2V. 
Notably, the chirp dynamics demonstrate a positive frequency 
deviation at the leading edge of the pulse followed by a 
negative deviation on the trailing edge indicating that the 
chirp is positive for this value of reverse bias. 

The subsequent results obtained using the low frequency 
test pattern are presented in Fig. 16. Here, ∆휈  is presented as 
a function of the applied modulator bias where the laser and 
SOA sections have been maintained at fixed values.  In 
particular, there is  an  appreciable  increase  in  ∆휈  as  the 
value of reverse  bias  applied  to  the  modulator  section is 
increased beyond -1.3V. For comparison with the results 
presented in Fig. 15, the chirp trace obtained using the low 
frequency pattern for an applied modulator bias of -1.2V is 
presented in Fig. 17. From these results, it is evident that

 

 

Fig. 16. Peak-to-peak chirp contribution  from the modulator  section using 
the low frequency test pattern [64 × ‘1’ + 64 × ‘0’] for a fixed laser and 
SOA bias [Center wavelength ≈ 1557.37nm, SOA bias = 30mA] 

 
the chirp dynamics are more complex for the low frequency 
test pattern due to the presence of an adiabatic contribution 
which may be the result of optical feedback as discussed in 
Section III-C. Nonetheless, the chirp dynamics clearly exhibit 
a negative frequency excursion at the trailing edge of each 
pulse which suggests a positive chirp as observed for the high 
frequency pattern at the same modulator bias. Alternately, for 
a larger modulator bias of -1.5V, as shown in Fig.  18, the 
chirp demonstrates a substantial negative frequency excursion 
at the leading edge of the pulse alongside a subtle positive 
deviation the trailing edge. Notably, this feature increases as 
the reverse bias is increased further, resulting in the trend 
observed in Fig. 16. This response also suggests that the sign 
of the chirp has flipped from positive to negative; however,   
as a detailed analysis of the chirp dynamics falls beyond the 
scope of this work, this investigation is left for further study. 
Nonetheless, this behavior can be an advantageous as 
negatively chirped pulses undergo compression due to 
chromatic dispersion within standard SMF [27], [28]. In other 
words, pulses exhibiting the type of chirp demonstrated in Fig.  
18 are desirable for networks requiring transmission over a 
longer physical reach. It is also important to note that this 
value of bias (-1.5V) corresponds to the setting required to 
optimize the signal performance for transmission over 50km 
of fiber in Fig. 12. Moreover, the observed peak-to-peak 
frequency deviation ( ≤ 6GHz) is well within the maximum 
spectral excursion of ±12.5GHz targeted by current PON 
standards for systems employing a 50GHz channel spacing 
[11]. 

 
B. Carrier Frequency Deviation Induced By Dynamic 

Operation of the Integrated SOA 
For upstream transmission within a dynamic TDM-DWDM 

PON, each ONU is required to transmit data within an 
allocated timeslot in order to avoid data collisions over the 
shared network infrastructure. These packets of data can be 
successfully generated using an SOA to carve the required 
optical envelopes [29]. Compared to other methods to generate 
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Fig.  17.   PAM  and  chirp  traces  for  10G  NRZ-OOK  modulation  using 
the low frequency test pattern for an applied modulator bias of −1.2V.  
[Center wavelength ≈ 1557.37nm, SOA bias = 30mA] 

 
the optical bursts, the use of gating SOAs has the advantage 
that laser can be left in the on-state, which simplifies the 
problem of maintaining the wavelength stability. For instance, 
the main approach used to generate optical bursts within 
single-channel PONs involves gating the bias of directly 
modulated lasers (DMLs), however, this  process introduces  
an appreciable frequency drift that is currently a significant 
performance limiting issue for the current multi-channel PON 
standards [11], [30]. 

The wavelength stability of the integrated transmitter for 
burst-mode operation was investigated using the time-resolved 
chirp measurement technique also used to examine variations 
in the unmodulated carrier frequency induced by the dynamic 
performance of the integrated SOA.  As shown in Fig.  13, a 
programmable function generator (FG) was connected to the 
SOA section of the transmitter to facilitate the generation of 
the burst envelopes. In addition, a load resistance was 
connected in series with the SOA section in order to match the 
output impedance (50Ω) of the FG and maximize the power 
transfer to the device. The voltage-current (V-I) profile 
obtained from the SOA section under different operating 
conditions is presented in Fig. 19. These results show that 
with injected light, the threshold voltage of the SOA section is 
increased from roughly 650mV to approximately 800mV due 
to depletion of the excited carrier density by stimulated 
emission and an appreciable thermal influence that can be 
attributed to the laser section. It is also important to note that 
the reverse bias applied to the modulator section did not have 
an observable impact on the V-I profile of the neighboring 
SOA section and hence we can assume that there is negligible 
electrical crosstalk between these components. 

The voltages applied to the SOA in order to generate the 
burst envelopes were 1.33V (VHigh) and 0.9V (VLow). The 
value of VHigh was chosen as it corresponds to a bias current of 
30mA which provided the best trade-off between SMSR and 
output power during the DC characterization while the value 
of VLow was chosen in an attempt to maximize the on/off 
power ratio of the SOA section through the application of a 

Fig.  18.   PAM  and  chirp  traces  for  10G  NRZ-OOK  modulation  using 
the low frequency test pattern for an applied modulator bias of −1.5V  
[Center wavelength ≈ 1557.37nm, SOA bias = 30mA]. 

 

Fig. 19. V-I profile of the SOA section demonstrating a threshold shift with 
injected light at 1556.51nm [Laser bias = 25mA, 30mA and 40mA] 

 
reverse bias. For DC operation, the extinction provided by the 
SOA section under these bias conditions was measured to be 
approximately 27dB. 

For the purpose of this analysis, a square wave signal with 
a rise/fall time of 5ns and a duty cycle of 50% was applied to 
the SOA section and its frequency was varied coarsely from 
100Hz to 100kHz. While it should be recognized that these 
gating conditions are unlikely to occur in a real deployment 
scenario, they represent extreme cases that can help in analyz- 
ing the internal behavior of the transmitter. The corresponding 
deviation of the carrier frequency was measured using optical 
filters similar to that presented in Fig. 14. However, for these 
measurements the passband (푓 ) was increased to 100GHz. 

The measured peak-to-peak frequency deviation is presented 
in Fig. 20 as a function of the applied SOA gating period. This 
data indicates that the deviation is fairly  constant (< 8GHz) 
for gating frequencies above 10kHz which  is  comparable 
with typical burst durations of 125휇s as required by current 
PON standards [31]. However, as the gating frequency is 
decreased the carrier frequency deviation begins to increase



 

 

 

Fig. 20. Peak-to-peak carrier frequency deviation  induced  by  a  square- 
wave gating signal with a  50%  duty  cycle  applied  to  the  SOA  Section. 
(λc ≈ 1556.51nm). 

 
 

Fig. 21.   Frequency deviation induced by a 10kHz square-wave signal with a 
50% duty cycle applied to the SOA section. [Center filter frequency = 
192.605THz (1556.51nm), f BW = 100GHz] 

 
rapidly reaching a value of approximately 22GHz for a gating 
frequency of 100Hz. This trend is in line with the assumption 
that thermal crosstalk associated with the bias applied to the 
SOA section can be significant enough to perturb the set carrier 
frequency as initially presented in Fig. 8, which examined the 
wave length stability of the transmitter for a constant SOA  
bias. However, the timescales of the heat transfer between the 
SOA and the laser sections are extremely important in order to 
understand the dynamic operation of this monolithically 
integrated transmitter. For instance, as shown in Fig. 21, the 
frequency deviation presents fast transients at the leading and 
trailing edges of the gating signal with timescales below 1휇s 
for burst durations up to around 50휇s. We believe that this fast 
wavelength deviation might not be related to heat transfer, 
which is usually a slower effect, and might be due to the 
residual cavity interaction between the SOA and the laser. For 
bursts durations above 100휇s the heat transfer becomes the 
dominant factor causing the large wavelength deviations 
measured dynamically in Fig. 20 and statically in Fig. 8. 

These results suggest that for typical PON burst durations of 
up to 125휇s, the heat generated by the SOA section in the ON 
state does not have the time to transfer substantially into the 
laser section, maintaining a relatively small wavelength drift 

of around 8GHz. This is an  interesting result as  it represents 
a highly desirable feature for low-cost tunable transmitters for 
use in wavelength agile PONs and shows the advantages of  
an integrated transmitter employing a separate SOA  section  
to perform the burst gating function. As mentioned earlier, 
directly modulated lasers (DMLs) which are presently of high 
interest for deployment in ONU transmitters [32], present an 
appreciable burst-mode induced frequency drift that is cur- 
rently a significant performance limiting issue as the applied 
gating function can severely impact the carrier-induced refrac- 
tive index. Nonetheless further investigations are essential in 
order to optimize the integration of better  understand  the  
heat transfer in  the  proposed  integrated  structure  in  order 
to improve the overall performance of this device in future 
iterations. 

 
V. CONCLUSIONS 

This work outlines the initial progress  towards  develop- 
ing a potentially low-cost monolithically integrated tunable 
10G transmitter consisting of a slotted Fabry-Pérot laser, and 
absorptive modulator and an SOA targeted for deployment 
within the ONUs of wavelength agile PONs. The transmitter 
structure is primarily driven by the substantial cost savings 
that can be achieved through the use of efficient re-growth free 
fabrication techniques that facilitate monolithic integration, by 
defining lithographically the various components. 

The first iteration of this tunable transmitter was produced 
using an ‘off-the-shelf’ AlInGaAs/InP MQW structure on 
an n-doped substrate and following a coarse calibration it 
demonstrated a discrete single-mode tuning range of approx- 
imately 12nm between 1551 and 1563nm with an SMSR ≥ 
30dB. Using an external amplifier to counteract the excess 
insertion loss introduced by the trial modulator structure and 
the fiber coupling loss attributed to the experimental setup, 
error-free (BER ≤ 1E-12) transmission was achieved using 
NRZ-OOK modulation at 10Gb/s with a PRBS-7 pattern for 
fiber lengths up to 50km which encompasses the physical 
reach targeted by the latest PON standards. Furthermore, in 
order to determine the inherent wavelength stability of the 
transmitter, a time-resolved chirp measurement technique was 
used to examine deviations in the set carrier frequency induced 
by modulation and the dynamic operation of the integrated 
SOA section. Notably, the modulator section demonstrated 
a chirp contribution of < 6GHz for NRZ-OOK modulation 
at 10Gb/s using test patterns with high and low frequency 
content. Furthermore, the application of a gating function to 
the SOA section to emulate the generation of optical bursts 
was found to shift the unmodulated carrier frequency of a 
typical lasing mode by ≤ 8GHz when the gating period was 
comparable with typical PON bursts durations of 125휇s which 
is faster than the thermal response time of the transmitter mate- 
rial. These recorded values are significantly better than those 
currently achievable from ONU transmitters utilizing directly 
modulated lasers (DMLs) in the absence of active chirp com- 
pensation [32]; however, despite the challenges facing future 
iterations of this device, the experimental results presented in 
this work ultimately serve to highlight the advantages offered 



 

by monolithic integration coupled with low-cost, re-growth- 
free fabrication processes. 
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